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resources, and in particular Open Educational Resources (OER),
the metadata used to describe these types of resources is highly
fragmented. A range of technologies are exploited by a wide
educational resource repository providers to support
interoperability. In addition, the widespread availability of content
on the Web, in particular the Social Web, has led to a growing
importance of informal learning on the Web, which exploits a
wide range of not explicitly educational content for learning and
knowledge acquisition. To this end, although a vast amount of
educational content and data is shared on the Web in an open way,
the integration process is still costly [4].

ABSTRACT
Personalisation, adaptation and recommendation are central aims
of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) environments. In this
context, information retrieval and clustering techniques are more
and more often applied to filter and deliver learning resources
according to user preferences and requirements. However, the
suitability and scope of possible recommendations is
fundamentally dependent on the available data, such as metadata
about learning resources as well as users. However, quantity and
quality of both is still limited. On the other hand, throughout the
last years, the Linked Data (LD) movement has succeeded to
provide a vast body of well-interlinked and publicly accessible
Web data. This in particular includes Linked Data of explicit or
implicit educational nature. In this paper, we propose a large-scale
educational dataset which has been generated by exploiting
Linked Data methods together with clustering and interlinking
techniques to extract import and interlink a wide range of
educationally relevant data. We also introduce a set of reusable
techniques which were developed to realise scalable integration
and alignment of Web data in educational settings.

In the past years, TEL research has already widely attempted to
exploit Semantic Web technologies in order to solve
interoperability issues. However, while the Linked Data (LD) [1]
approach has widely established itself as the de-facto standard for
sharing data on the (Semantic) Web and has produced a wide
range of highly relevant datasets, it is still not widely adopted by
the TEL community. Linked Data is based on a set of wellestablished principles and (W3C) standards, e.g. RDF, SPARQL1,
aiming at facilitating Web-scale data interoperability. Despite the
fact that the LD approach has produced an ever growing amount
of data sets, schemas and tools available on the Web, its take-up
in the area of TEL is still very limited [2]. Thus, the potential
contribution of LD for learning analytics scenarios is two-fold:
1.) Educational data (such as OER resources metadata) as well as
relevant but not explicitly educational data (such as academic
publications, domain knowledge).
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2.) LD techniques provide technical solutions to substantially
alleviate interoperability issues and to improve quality,
quantity and accessibility of TEL data.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

While personalisation, adaptation and recommendation are central
features of Web-based educational environments, recommender
systems apply information retrieval techniques to filter and deliver
learning resources according to user preferences and
requirements. Widely used approaches deploy collaborative
filtering or content-based filtering techniques to identify and
deliver suitable educational resources to learners. Hence, the
suitability and scope of possible recommendations is
fundamentally dependent on the quality and quantity of available
data, data about learners, and metadata about learning resources.

In this paper we propose a scalable approach which takes
advantage of both contributions mentioned above by harvesting
educationally relevant data – Linked Data as well as non-LD Web
data – and integrating and exposing them as a unified and well
inter-connected educational graph. To this end, we provide (i) a
well-integrated educational data graph which establishes links
between previously disparate datasets and (ii) a set of scalable
techniques which facilitate our work.

2.

RELATED WORK

While vast amounts of Open Educational Resources (OER)
became freely available online their availability is a common
objective for universities, libraries, archives and other knowledgeintensive institutions and provides an important resource for

However, particularly with respect to the landscape of standards
and approaches currently exploited to share and reuse educational
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educational recommender systems. This raises a number of issues,
particularly with respect to Web-scale metadata interoperability
or legal as well as licensing aspects. Several competing standards
and educational metadata schemata have been proposed over time,
including IEEE LTSC LOM2 (Learning Object Metadata), one of
the widest adopted, IMS3, Ariadne, ISO/IEC MLR - ISO 197884
Metadata for Learning Resources (MLR) and Dublin Core5. The
adoption of a sole metadata schema is usually not sufficient to
efficiently characterize learning resources [5]. As a solution to this
problem, a number of taxonomies, vocabularies, policies, and
guidelines (called application profiles) are defined [4]. Some
popular examples are: UK LOM Core6, DC-Ed7 and ADL
SCORM (see also [11]). Repositories also exploit diverse
interface mechanisms such as OAI-PMH8 or SQI9. Due to the
diversity of exploited standards, existing OER repositories offer
very heterogeneous datasets, differing with respect to schema,
exploited vocabularies, and interface mechanisms.

metadata has been exposed by the mEducator project [12]. A
more thorough overview of educational data and Linked Data is
offered by the Linked Education17 platform and in [4]. The
approach proposed in this paper to enhance educational data is
strictly related to the explicit semantic analysis (ESA) [7], in
which Wikipedia is used as a knowledge base. In our approach
DBpedia, the semantic representation of Wikipedia is used. A
detailed description is presented in Section 5.

3.
SCALABLE LINKING OF
EDUCATIONAL DATA & RESOURCES
As shown above, there is an abundance of educationally relevant
data and knowledge available on the Web, where the main
obstacle towards Web-scale integration is the lack of
interoperability, integration and, fundamentally, links between
different datasets. Additionally, given the diversity of available
resources, a classification of the available datasets, indicating
their main purpose, nature and educational relevance is required.

Regarding the presence of educational information in the linked
data landscape, two types of linked datasets need to be
considered: (1) datasets directly related to educational material
and institutions, including information from open educational
repositories and data produced by universities; (2) datasets that
can be used in teaching and learning scenarios, while not being
directly published for this purpose. This second category includes
for example datasets in the cultural heritage domain10 as well as
by individual museums and libraries11,12. It also includes
information related to research in particular domains, and the
related publications13, as well as general purpose information for
example from Wikipedia (see DBpedia.org).

As a first step a representative list of datasets was selected, which
reflect the criteria described above, i.e., which are diverse with
respect to their data representation (schema, vocabularies) as well
as their content (purpose, domain). To this end, both explicitly
educational datasets (such as OpenLearn or the mEducator
Educational Resources) as well as implicitly educationally
relevant datasets (such as BBC Programmes or the ACM Library
Metadata) were selected (a detailed description of the datasets is
reported in section 3.2). The imported data lacked any logical or
semantic integration which would allow a cross-dataset
exploration. to provide a coherent, well-aligned dataset (or, an
educational graph), our method comprises the following
activities:

The Open University in the UK was the first education
organization to create a linked data platform to expose
information from across its departments, and that would usually
sit in many different systems, behind many different interfaces
(see http://data.open.ac.uk) which includes around 5 Million
triples about 3,000 audio-video resources, 700 courses, 300
qualifications, 100 Buildings, 13,000 people [14]. Many other
institutions have since then announced similar platforms,
including in the UK the University of Southampton
(http://data.southampton.ac.uk) and the University of Oxford
(http://data.ox.ac.uk). Outside the UK, several other universities
and education institutions are joining the Web of Data, by
publishing information of value to students, teachers and
researchers with LD14,15,16. In addition, educational resources

1) Schema-level integration and dataset categorisation: schemalevel mappings are defined by means of an upper level RDF
schema which aligns disparate schemas used by different
datasets. In addition, to enable an initial classification of
different resource types, the upper schema introduces a
vocabulary of educational resource types as vocabulary to
describe the nature of each dataset.
2) Instance-level integration – scalable enrichment: out-of-thebox named entity recognition (NER) and disambiguation
techniques are used to detect entities (e.g., people, subjects,
locations) in semi-structured resource descriptions and enrich
these with references to structured entities in jointly used
vocabularies, such as DBpedia.
3) Clustering and correlation: the enrichments from step (2) are
exploited to identify previously disconnected educational
resources which are related, by, e.g., addressing similar
subjects.
During the following sections, we elaborate the implementation
stages taken to realise the above steps and demonstrate the gradual
improvement of our dataset. The preliminary selection of datasets
used in our experiments took into consideration the heterogeneity
of the data with the aim of creating an integrated dataset which
combines a wide variety of educational as well as educationally
related resources. Included educational datasets are:
 LinkedUniversities: this dataset consists of more than 14,000
video lectures of 27 different academic institutions [6], such
as the Open University (UK) or the Khan Academy.
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mEducator Linked Educational Resources: metadata about
educational material in the medical domain and has been
produced in the framework of the EU funded project
mEducator [12].
In addition, educationally relevant resources are represented by
relevant multimedia artefacts, TV broadcasts, academic
publications or knowledge items. The datasets chosen for this
category are the following:
 Europeana: this dataset provides metadata of resources
related to European culture such as texts, books, film, museum
artefacts [9].
 DBLP Bibliography Database: collected information related
to academic publication in the computer science sector.18
 ACM Library: scientific papers published by the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM). The dataset contains paper
metadata such as: authors, abstract.19
 BBC Programmes: metadata describing BBC broadcasts from
all BBC channels (TV & radio) spanning several decades and
domains. Given the BBC’s strong involvement in distance
education and reputation for world-leading educational
programmes and documentaries, these artefacts constitute
relevant resources also from an educational perspective. [10].
 DBpedia20 & Freebase21: these datasets were used to provide
additional structured knowledge about resources. Note that
this data has not been imported but added in a more selective
and elaborate “enrichment” process (see Section 5).
Data was imported into an OpenRDF/OWLIM store which
provides a publicly accessible SPARQL endpoint22 in itself. The
repository created comprises about 97 million of triples and 21.6
GB of educational resources and related data.

level. Thus, our mappings did not aim at an exhaustive alignment
of all schemas, but primarily at an integration of properties where
a semantic congruency of properties is given. This includes in
particular higher-level properties such as title or description,
which carry essential information about the content of the
described resource. Mappings were simply defined by introducing
upper level properties (such as led:title25) from which diverse
variations (such as dc:title) were derived as sub-properties.
Inserting our upper-level schema into our dataset, inference
mechanisms automatically are able to consider the aligned
schemas of integrated datasets.

5.
SCALABLE ENRICHMENT OF
EDUCATIONAL DATA
While previous steps involved the graph alignment at the schemalevel, data enrichment and named entity recognition (NER) aim at
the instance-level alignment. This is required due to (i) the
diversity of used taxonomies across imported datasets and (ii) the
widespread use of unstructured text (for instance, as part of
resource descriptions).

5.1

Overview

Even though schema-level alignment provides a first step towards
cross-dataset queries, discovery of resources across distinct
datasets is still challenging. Hence, our enrichment phase aims at
adding a common descriptive layer to the datasets which
addresses (a) identification of (common) named entities from
unstructured descriptions, (b) disambiguation and (c) expansion of
the limited resource descriptions with additional background
knowledge. Our approach takes advantage of established datasets
such as DBpedia and Freebase by exploiting the DBpedia
Spotlight API26. Spotlight has been chosen as it combines a
number of required features such as term recognition, NER and
disambiguation functionalities which enable the interlinking of
semi-structured data with structured entities within the DBpedia
graph with sufficient precision/recall as has been shown in
previous work in the educational area [4]. Initially, our current
implementation enriches resource titles and descriptions, as these
are the most frequently used properties. This approach feeds each
unstructured title and description from each resource into
DBpedia Spotlight and associates the retrieved entity descriptions
with the corresponding resource in our RDF graph. While this
constitutes the ideal, most exhaustive but computationally
expensive way of deploying DBpedia Spotlight, it is deemed
exhaustive approach in the following, as opposed to the scalable
approach described in the next section.

4.
DATASET CATALOGING AND
MAPPING: THE LINKED EDUCATION
SCHEMA
This first step of integration facilitates schema-level integration by
means of an upper-level RDF schema which aims at: (a)
describing the general notions in our dataset and their properties,
to provide the basis for (b) classifying the nature of the
resources/datasets, e.g. to distinct between dedicated educational
resources (such as OER) and related resources (such as academic
publications) and to (c) enable mappings with the diverse schemas
of the different imported datasets. Thus, the schema will provide a
general and reusable vocabulary to describe educational Web
datasets, resource types and their relations and exploits
established RDF schemas and vocabularies such as the
Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID)23.

For instance, poorly structured descriptions, such as the title of
one of our imported resources “Linear Equations in Standard
Form” is automatically linked with the DBpedia concepts
“Linear_equation" and " Standard" which, in turn, are linked to
related knowledge within DBpedia. Enrichments allow further
reasoning on related concepts and also enable users to query for
resources by using well-defined concepts as opposed to
ambiguous free text. It is also important to highlight that DBpedia
Spotlight disambiguation features enable the correct recognition
and association of terms, acronyms and similar texts. For instance,
regarding the use of acronyms, the words "dns", “gmt” have been

With respect to schema mappings, it emerged that well-known
schemas such as Dublin Core (DC) or FOAF24 are already widely
used, reducing the work load on the required manual mappings.
But at the same time, dataset-specific concepts, types and
properties are used, differing at the semantic and the syntactic
18
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successfully associated respectively with the concepts:
Domain_Name_System, Greenwich_Mean_Time. Concerning
synonyms, for instance, the term “e^x” has been enriched with the
concept Exponential_function and the word “globe” has been
enriched with the concept Earth. Finally, it is relevant to report
that the same word can be associated to different concepts
depending on the context it is used, few examples from our
repository are the word "apple" enriched with the concepts
Apple_III, Apple_Inc.

5.2

6.

CORRELATION & CLUSTERING

The previous section described the use of enrichments to add
additional knowledge using a unified reference vocabulary
(DBpedia) to the resources. The enrichment procedure has not the
only benefit of providing a common base for queries across
datasets, but it is also used to detect correlations between
inherently related resources [13], that is resources which target
similar topics. Following a similar approach used to classify
documents, a Resources-Enrichments-Matrix has been created.
The generic element of the matrix contains the frequency of
enrichments in a resource. This matrix has been used as the
starting point for the elaboration of three correlations methods
based on different similarity measures.

Scalable Approach

The enrichment process is a very crucial step when considering
Linked Data scenarios, providing useful information for querying,
clustering and interlinking of different datasets. However the
process described above is only computable with small datasets
and text corpora. This bottleneck, is caused, for instance, by, the
computational complexity of NER and disambiguation tasks, the
large amount of remote HTTP requests required when interacting
with Web APIs such as DBpedia Spotlight and the comparably
high response times of RDF storage and query mechanisms.

The first method is a naïve method in which resources have been
correlated if they share at least one enrichment. This method does
not take into consideration the normalization of the number of
enrichments. The latter is suggested by the wide variation of
enrichments per resource (see Section 7.1) caused by the varied
nature of resource descriptions in particular datasets, ranging from
comprehensive texts to brief one-liners, what generates highly
diverse amounts of enrichments per resource and hence, differing
probabilities for correlations. For this reason, two further methods
have been developed with the aim of taking into consideration the
normalisation through the calculation of an adapted version of the
tf-idf (Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency) usually
adopted in linguistic analysis. In our context the ef-irf
(Enrichment Frequency-Inverse Resource Frequency) index has
been defined as follows. We consider a set of data with n
enrichments and m resources the generic element of the matrix:

In order to alleviate these issues, we provide an alternative
enrichment process which has been altered towards higher
scalability and applicability to large-scale datasets, while at the
same time, ensuring minimal impact on precision/recall. First, we
detect most probable enrichment candidate terms by identifying
all terms belonging to the part of speech (POS) tag noun phrase
{NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS}. This has been identified as viable
measure since previous analysis of DBpedia concepts has shown
that over 92% of the existing concepts belong to this category.
While this step already singles out terms from their context, i.e.
co-occurring terms and introduces ambiguity, our evaluation
(Section 7) has shown only insignificant variations in precision
results.

,

with

In addition, to further minimize the amount of required HTTP
requests, the simplifications of the previous step allows tokenizing
the text corpora for the individual resources of a dataset. Tokens
with different numbers of consecutive terms belonging to specific
part of speech tags are considered. The created tokens from all
resources are stored in a map data-structure, thus avoiding any
duplicates, ensuring that we enrich only once similar tokens.

where nij indicates the number of occurrences of the enrichment i
in the resource j, and rj is the number of enrichments for the
resource j. Furthermore, we define
log
log

Applying the previous step of tokenization, the extracted tokens
are taken out of the resource context what reduces the precision
and recall of NER techniques. To ensure a still reasonable return
of enrichments from DBpedia Spotlight, request parameters
(confidence, support, and context) were reduced to zero, which
has been experimentally identified as useful measure. In contrast,
the exhaustive approach uses a value of 0.6 for the confidence
parameter, allowing higher precision but lower recall. Valid
enrichments are considered only those that match the number of
terms involved in the token, and for tokens which are subsets of
other tokens, only the supersets are kept.

where N is the total number of resources and ri is the number of
resources containing the enrichment i.
Please note, our ef-irf measure exploits the existence of a unified
vocabulary (in the form of enrichments which provide links to a
common reference vocabulary), and hence, aims at generating
more precise results compared to traditional tf-idf measures
applied to highly heterogeneous data such as ours. Our matrix of
ef-irf values has been used as a starting point to calculate the
Cosine and Jaccard similarity indices for resources. The cosine
similarity index measures the similarity between any two vectors
representing resources (in the enrichments space) evaluating the
cosine of the angle between the two vectors. The output of these
elaborations is a symmetric square matrix in which the generic
element represents the similarity value between two resources.

In this way the text corpora, or any other means used for
describing a resource can be reduced by removing terms that do
not belong to certain POS tags, while the tokenizing process
massively reduces the amount of computationally expensive
enrichment requests, since for tokens appearing multiple times
only one enrichment is needed. This has a very strong impact on
fairly homogeneous datasets whereas for highly heterogeneous
datasets with small numbers of frequently used terms and phrases
the advantage is less visible (see Section 7).

The generated matrix has been used to create a weighted graph, in
which Linked Education resources are the nodes and the edges are
weighted taking into consideration the similarity value between
the resources. The graph has been created considering only the
values of similarity that overcome a predefined threshold.
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Different views of the graph have been generated according to
different thresholds of the similarity indices. In order to aggregate
resources with similar features, the graph has been clustered using
the “Edge Betweenness Clustering” approach proposed by Girvan
and Newman [7]. A comparison between the three approaches is
summarized in Table 1.

7.1

Table 1: Nodes, edges and clusters
Cosine
Threshold

Jaccard

Naive

Table 2: Resource Context Distribution

0.3
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0.7

0.3
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7

# Edges

1530

357

78

285

108

7

1141

120

8

# Nodes

683

191

57

126

57

6

184

83

7

59

26

8

16

7

1

13

10

2

# Clusters

Context
ACM
mEducator
BBC
LinkedUniversities
DBLP
Europeana
Total

Different thresholds generate different networks and thus different
cluster aggregations between the resources. An example of
network is shown in Figure 1.

#Resources
249
250
250
243
250
249
1491

#Enrichments
200
495
1364
166
295
938
3458

#Entity Types
239
355
769
283
161
672
937

As described previously in Section 5.2, we analyzed the textual
content of our resources and educational data, considering only
POS tags of noun phrase as possible enrichment candidates. From
the measures the choice of tags which are the most likely to
contain DBpedia concepts cover 63% of the whole text contained
in the original educational resources metadata. This result
supports the viability of our scalability adjustments (see Section
5.2). Another important aspect is the association of resources with
the different entity types found during the enrichment phase. This
is crucial, since it facilitates the clustering, and interlinking of
related contents with higher accuracy. Additionally, this gives
important insights on the categorization of the resources based on
their associated entity types. In total there were 938 distinct types
associated to the resources and educational data considered, with
some types having more than thousands of assignments
Other quantitative measures of interest are the number of
disambiguated and enriched entities found at particular resources.
This is directly related to the length of the text used in a resource,
where in our case during the enrichment phase, for resources with
longer text, we were able to identify up to 87 distinct entities, and
more than 200 entity type associations.

Figure 1:Network of resources before and after clustering
It is important to highlight that the aggregation of resources in the
cluster is not only based on the DBpedia concepts they were
enriched with, but is also based on the topology of the
relationships that the resources have in the network.
Consequently, resources can belong to the same cluster even if
they do not have enrichments in common. The aggregation of
resources in clusters enables more efficient search of similar
resources based on concepts, thus providing an innovative
approach for educational recommender systems.

7.

Quantitative data assessment

To give a clear picture of the educational resources involved in
our evaluation, we show the different contexts (original datasets)
the resources belong to, context entity type associations, and
number of distinct enrichments made for each of the contexts
using the scalable approach. In Table 2, the number of educational
resources per context is displayed. Note that here we refer to our
evaluation subset of the Linked Education graph.

7.2

Qualitative evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the results of the enrichment process,
and the accuracy of detected clusters. For the enrichment process,
each disambiguated entity is evaluated if it’s relevant to the
context of the resource to which it belongs. The relevance
judgments are taken using crowd-sourcing, where in our case we
used Crowdflower27. We evaluated 2000 enrichments for both
enrichment approaches. In order to achieve fair relevance
judgments, we limit the number of tasks (200 tasks) that can be
completed from a single user, thus we have a more representative
set of relevance judgments. We are aware that more than one
relevance judgment is needed for evaluating an enrichment in
order to aggregate and have more trustful judgments, but since the
evaluation is done in the same fashion for both approaches, we
think this represents a fair comparison. The number of users
involved for the first approach, is 32 with an average of 63
completed tasks, whereas for the second approach, there were 23
users with an average of 87 completed tasks. From the evaluation
results, we get an accuracy of 82% for the exhaustive approach,

EVALUATION

The evaluation procedure compares the benefits, and drawbacks
of using the different approaches proposed for enrichment, and
interlinking in terms of quantitative, qualitative, and performance
gains, for a smaller subset from the original dataset with
approximately 250 resources for each context. The original
dataset contains around 5,953,623 distinct resources, with
Europeana, DBLP, and ACM contexts having the largest number
of resources. For the qualitative evaluation, we rely on relevance
judgments for both of our enrichment approaches.
Enrichments from both the exhaustive and the scalable approach
were evaluated independently to allow the comparison of recall
and precision. In addition, the performance evaluation analyses
the efficiency of the different enrichment approaches, in terms of
considered data, and execution time.
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while for the scalable approach as defined in Section 5.2 we get
an accuracy of 77%. We measure the values for the recall metric,
for both approaches for the set of evaluated enrichments, where
the first approach achieves a recall value of approximately 43%
and the second approach achieves a recall value of 69%. We take
the exhaustive approach where the whole content of a resource
and educational data is considered for enrichment as the baseline,
and compare the second approach (scaled) against the baseline.
Results show only minor deviations in precision, whereas with
respect to recall, the scalable approach outperforms the exhaustive
approach by 26%.

7.3

Performance evaluation

The gains in terms of performance are measured to assess the
scalability of our approach proposed in Section 5.2. For this
reason, we evaluate two aspects of the enrichment process. First
we consider the reduction of terms to be analyzed during the
enrichment phase, where by taking only the terms with POS tag,
we reduce the amount of text by almost 40%. Taking into account
this factor, for a token containing a single term, we can reduce the
number of tokens considered for enrichment for up to 86%.
In summary, a significant gain is achieved by following the
previous two steps, where the amount of text and set of tokens for
enrichment is reduced drastically. Other performance attributes
are the NER complexity task from DBpedia Spotlight, and the
reduction of HTTP requests. As attempt to underline the overall
performance gain, we measured, the time required to conduct the
enrichment process with both approaches (exhaustive, scalable)
on a randomly selected set of resources, coming from different
datasets, with over 1700 resources. The whole process was run on
a PC, using only a single CPU. While it took approximately 20
minutes to finish the scalable approach, the exhaustive enrichment
process took approximately 3.5 hours.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this work we have described our efforts in creating a Linked
Education dataset, by exploiting several methods to enrich,
disambiguate and interlink large-scale educational Web data into a
coherent educational data graph. As shown by the evaluation
results, our enrichment procedures provided reasonable precision
results, for both, the exhaustive and scalable approaches. Hence,
in particular the scalable approach described here introduces a
number of improvements which significantly increase
performance in order to offer a scalable approach for integration
and alignment of disparate (educational) datasets. Even though
recall values (0.429; 0.687) still leave room for improvement, our
processing also provided a means to detect correlated educational
resources and data out of completely previously disparate and
highly heterogeneous datasets. Future work will deal with the
integration of our dataset into recommender systems which would
allow the retrieval of educational data and resources according to
specific learning contexts, learner histories and preferences.
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